Rational design of a dry powder inhaler: device design and optimisation.
As part of the development of a dry powder inhalation system for the treatment of asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, this work specifically aimed at the systematic, however, cost-effective and efficient development of an inhalation device. Based on theoretical design considerations and an initial inhaler prototype, the concept of a modular inhaler was developed. The modular inhaler was used for the systematic evaluation of the influence of the inhaler's inner dimensions on the resistance to the air flow and the in-vitro deposition characteristics of the inhalation system by using statistical design of experiments and cascade impaction analysis. A reliable statistical model enabled the accurate prediction of the device resistance of any combination of inner dimensions of the inhaler. In conjunction with results from in-vitro deposition studies, this allowed for the definition of optimised inner dimensions of the inhaler to maximise the fine particle fraction and minimise oropharyngeal deposition within the desired range of the inhaler's resistance to air flow. The concept of the modular inhaler and statistical design and evaluation of experiments proved to be important tools for an efficient and successful product development. Eventually, the approaches described and the knowledge obtained enabled the cost-effective development and design of a technically feasible and competitive dry powder inhaler.